Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy And Imaging
Electro-optic Terahertz Time-domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is a new technology developed recently at Rensselaer's Ultrafast Optoelectronics Laboratory and elsewhere Nahata et al 1996; . The development of THz-TDS has opened this scientifically and technologically important, but long inaccessible spectroscopic region. This project applied the THz technologies for indentifying environmental samples, especially the asbestos. The following sections summary our results.
Generation of THz Beams
In a THz time-domain spectroscopy system, a broadband pulsed electromagnetic radiation source is essential. Large-aperture photoconductive antenna is used as emitters for the generation of pulsed THz radiation (Darrow et al. 1990; Zhang and Auston 1992) . One technique uses femtosecond laser pulses to illuminate semiconductor surfaces (for example, a photoconductor or a solar cell structure), thereby generating THz radiation via ultrafast current transients, which result from the optical injection of free carriers into a static electric field associated with an interface or surface termination. This produces directional and diffractionlimited radiation, as shown in Figure 1 .1. Since the microwave energy is mainly derived from the electrostatic energy stored in the semiconductor device, rather than from the incident laser pulses, with proper device design under a large applied bias, the total radiated power can well exceed the power of the incident laser pulses. During the past few years, subpicosecond radiation with both kilowatt and megawatt peak powers has been demonstrated. Figure 1 .2 shows the radiated field strength as a function of optical fluence from a GaAs large planar photoconducting antenna biased parallel to its surface under three different bias levels. With an increase in optical fluence, the radiated field strength saturated near 90% of the bias field. Currently, the conversion ratio of the optical power to electromagnetic power from a natural surface depletion field is on the order of 10 -5 , and radiation field strength of 100 V . cm -1 is easily achieved with 100 mW of optical excitation power.
Free-Space Electro-Optic Sampling
We have demonstrated the free-space electro-optic sampling system at Rensselaer and elsewhere to characterize the temporal and spatial distribution of free-space broadband, pulsed electromagnetic radiation. The measured sensitivity (1x10 -17 W/Hz 1/2 ) and useful bandwidth (from near to over 40 THz) of these electro-optic probes are comparable, or better than any conventional far-infrared coherent detection method. The THz optoelectronic system, which uses an electro-optic crystal sensor, provides the measurement with diffraction-limited spatial resolution, femtosecond temporal resolution, DC-THz spectral bandwidth, and mV/cm field detectability. The optically generated broadband pulsed electromagnetic radiation (THz beam) propagates in free-space, then be detected by the electro-optic sampling technique. Fundamentally, the electro-optic effect is a coupling between a low frequency electric field (THz pulse) and a laser beam (optical pulse) in the sensor crystal. Free-space electro-optic sampling via the linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect) offers a flat frequency response system bandwidth is mainly limited by either the pulse duration of the probe laser or the lowest TO phonon frequency of the sensor crystal. Figure 1 .3 illustrates the experimental setup of a free-space co-propagating electro-optic sampling system. This electro-optic sampling device forms the basis of the THz imaging system. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser is used as the optical source. Several different GHz/THz emitters have been tested, including photoconductive antennas (transient current source), and a <111> GaAs wafer at normal incidence (optical rectification source) (Zhang et al., 1992; Zhang et al. 1993a; Zhang et al. 1993b; Zhang et al. 1994; Bonvalet et al. 1995) . In general, an optical rectification source emits THz pulses with duration comparable to that of the optical excitation pulse, and a transient current source radiates longer THz pulses. Modulating the birefringence of the sensor crystal, via an applied electric field (THz), will modulate the polarization ellipticity of the optical probe beam passing through the crystal. The ellipticity modulation of the optical beam can then be polarization analyzed to provide information on both the amplitude and phase of the applied electric field. The detection system will analyze a polarization change from the electro-optic crystal and correlate it with the amplitude and phase of the testing electric field. For weak field detection, the power of the laser beam modulated by the electric field of the THz pulse (E=V/d) is P out (V) = P 0 [1+πV/V π ] where P 0 is the output optical probe power with zero field applied to the crystal, and V π is the half-wave-voltage of the sensor crystal. By measuring P out from a calibrated voltage source as a function of time delay between the THz pulse and optical probe pulse, the time-resolved sign and amplitude of V can be obtained, and a numerical FFT provides frequency information. For a ZnTe sensor crystal, the shot-noise limit gives a minimum detectable voltage of 3 µV/Hz 1/2 , and frequency range from near DC to 4 THz. .5 plots the temporal electro-optic waveform of a 1 ps THz pulse as measured by a balanced detector after both the THz pulse and optical probe pulse co-propagate through the <110> ZnTe sensor crystal. The time delay is provided by changing the relative length of the optical beam path between the THz pulses and the optical probe pulses. Detection sensitivity is significantly improved by increasing the interaction length of the pulsed field and optical probe beam within the crystal. The dynamic range can exceed 10,000:1 using unfocused beams, 100,000:1 using un-amplified focused beams (using a laser oscillator as the optical source), and 5,000,000:1 using focused amplified beams (using a regeneratively amplified laser source) with a ZnTe sensor crystal. Figure 1 .6 plots the signal and noise spectra, with a SNR>50,000 from 0.1 to 1.2 THz, corresponding to the waveform in Fig. 1 .5. ZnTe sensors also detect sub-ps THz pulses. Figure 1 .7 plots the measurement of 200 fs THz pulses. The ringing after the main peak is due to the dispersive contribution by the first TO phonon resonance (centered at 5.3 THz and 2 THz FWHM) in ZnTe. The optical pulse duration and dispersion in the material limit detection bandwidth. The useful detection bandwidth of ZnTe extends to 4 THz, as shown in Figure 1 .8.
A linear response in both the generation and detection of the THz pulses is crucial for the quantitative characterization of asbestos and asbestos containing materials. Figures 1.9 and 1.10 plot the electro-optic signal versus peak THz field strength and average optical probe power, respectively. Excellent linearity is achieved. By increasing the optically illuminated area of the photoconductor on the THz emitter, the total emitted THz power can be made to scale By using crystals with a higher first TO phonon frequency, it is possible to further increase the system bandwidth. At Rensselaer, we have tested several electro-optic crystals with different phonon frequencies. Our data suggests that GaP is a prime candidate. Figure 1 .11 is a plot of the temporal waveform (optically rectified signal from a <111> GaAs wafer with normal incidence) measured by a <110> GaP sensor. The time-resolved 10% to 90% transient in the ring is 50 fs. This is the shortest electrical transient that has ever been measured coherently. The laser has pulse duration of 45 fs, and currently the GaAs emitter (TO phonon at 8 THz) limits the THz signal bandwidth. Figure 1 .12 is the corresponding frequency spectrum. It shows a 3-dB bandwidth of 3.6 THz and a cutoff frequency near 7 THz.
A shorter laser pulse (<15 fs) and a thinner sensor (<30 µm) allow us to enter the mid-IR range. Figure 1 .13 shows a typical mid-IR waveform. A 0.45 mm thick <111> GaAs is used as an emitter and a 30 µm thick <110> ZnTe crystal as an EO sensor. The THz pulse is chirped, with high frequency components traveling faster than the low ones. The chirping occurs when the THz pulses generated on the front surface of GaAs propagate through the rest of GaAs emitter and ZnTe sensor. The shortest period of the oscillation is 31 fs. Fourier transform of the waveform is shown in Figure 1 .14, where the highest frequency response reaches over 30 THz. The dips at 5.3 THz and 8 THz are due to the phonons of the ZnTe sensor and GaAs emitter, while the dip around 17 THz is due to the velocity-mismatch. The result demonstrates the advantages of using the linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect) for the measurement of ultrafast far-infrared to mid-infrared pulsed electromagnetic radiation. The feasibility of farinfrared to mid-infrared coherent broadband spectroscopy with a detection bandwidth over 40 THz was also demonstrated (Han and Zhang 1998 ). 
THz Wave Propagation Through Soils
We have performed the measurement with two kinds of THz emitters. One is electrooptic crystal (Figure 1 .15), and another is biased antenna (Figure 1 .16). THz rectification through the electro-optic crystal provides higher frequency components, since the water in soil absorbs the THz beam, so the transmission of THz signal is expected to be poor. However, once a semiconductor biased antenna used, the low frequency THz component has less attenuation than its high frequency component. 
Dynamic Aperture THz Wave Imaging
One of our major technical achievements is the development of dynamic aperture to improve spatial resolution for THz imaging. The physical concept is illustrated in Figure 1 .17. A THz beam is focused on a semiconductor wafer (GaAs or Si as the gating material). An optical pulse, which is synchronized with an optical pump and a probe beam, is focused at the center of the THz beam spot. The optical focusing lens can control the optical beam size from 350 µm to 15 µm. The optical gating pulse creates a conducting layer at the focal point by photo-induced free carriers, the layer then modulates the transmitted THz beam. THz imaging with dynamic aperture improves spatial resolution at terahertz wavelength!
3 5 4 7 6 9 8 3 5 4 7 6 9 8 The laser source is a Ti: sapphire laser (Coherent RegA 9000) with 250 fs pulse duration at 800 nm and a repetition rate of 250 kHz. The THz beam, with its spectrum peak at 0.9 THz, is generated by the pump beam through the optical rectification in a 2-mm thick <110>-cut ZnTe. Figure 1 .19 shows the experimental setup of an electro-optic THz transceiver. The optical system is the same as we used in photoconductive THz transceiver. The laser is a regenerative amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Rega 9000), which provides 800 nm, 180 fs pulse duration, and a 250-kHz repetition rate. The electro-optic crystal is a 4.5-mm thick <110> oriented ZnTe. A pair of synchronized optical pulses (pump and probe) generated by a Michaelson interferometer illuminates the ZnTe crystal. The average power of the pump and probe beams are 105 mW. The first optical pulse generates a THz pulse via the optical rectification. The THz pulse is collimated by a parabolic mirror and reflected by a metallic mirror. A mechanical chopper modulates the THz beam at 450 Hz. The relative low modulation frequency is due to the use of a wide slot chopper blade to match the large size of the THz beam. The second optical pulse samples the returned THz signal via the electro-optic effect in the same crystal with a lock-in amplifier (300 ms integration time). Based on time-resolved measurement of picosecond electromagnetic pulses in terahertz frequency range, THz imaging was first demonstrated by Hu and Nuss. The THz images were originally constructed by displaying only the transmitted THz power obtained by integration of the Fourier spectrum of the THz waveform at a certain frequency range. In the scanning imaging system, THz waveforms can be recorded with a fast optical scanning delay line at each position of the imaged sample. It is thus possible to take advantage of the timing information of those recorded THz waveforms to construct a three-dimensional tomographic image. Such a THz image can be realized in either the transmission geometry or the reflection geometry.
Electro-Optic THz Transceiver
The imaging application of the electro-optic terahertz transceiver is be emphasized on THz tomographic imaging. The construction of an electro-optic terahertz transceiver has been demonstrated recently, in which the generation and detection of terahertz pulses were realized in the same electro-optic crystal. Theoretically and experimentally, it has also been demonstrated that the working efficiency of an electro-optic transceiver constructed by a (110) zinc-blende crystal is optimized when the pump beam polarization is 26 o counter-clockwise from the crystallographic Z-axis of the crystal. The experimental setup of a THz imaging system with the electro-optic transceiver is shown in Figure 1 .21. Compared to the traditional THz tomography setup in reflection geometry, this imaging system with the electro-optic transceiver is much simpler and easier to align. Besides, the normal incidence of the THz beam on the sample can be maintained. The THz tomographic imaging with the electro-optic transceiver is illustrated by using a razor pasted on a metal mirror. There are three different reflection metal layers in this sample, the first one is the metal handle of the razor, the second is the razor surface and the third is the metal mirror. Figure 1 .22 shows the THz waveforms reflected from the above three different layers, the timing difference of the peak intensity tells us the spatial separation of those layers. The timing difference of the peak intensity can be used to constructed a threedimensional tomographic image of a razor, as shown in Figure 1 .23. The peak intensity distribution can also form a two-dimensional THz image, as shown in Figure 1 .24. When the THz beam is incident on the boundary of the different metal layers, only part of it can be reflected back and detected, so the peak THz intensity decreases, a THz image formed in this fashion can thus tell us the profile of the object.
With the same imaging system, the THz tomographic images of a quarter dollar and a fifty pence have also been demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 1 .25. The image contrast is limited by the THz beam focal size and the flatness of the background metal surface. In case of slightly bad background surface flatness, the image can be displayed in term of the peak intensity within a certain short timing window to get some additional information on the imaged object, as can be seen in Figure 1 .26. 
Portable T-Ray Sensing and Imaging Systems
We have successfully constructed and improved real-time, 2D THz sensing and imaging systems as shown in Figures 1.27 and 1.28. We have also supported the numerous defense related laboratories (such as ARL, AFL, NRL, Applied Physics Lab at JHU) to construct and install several THz systems. This kind of portable system makes in-situ and real-time detection of environmental contaminants possible. 
Spectroscopy Measurement of Asbestos
To date, asbestos has been analyzed by several different methods, including optical methods such as X-ray powder diffraction (Hu et al. 1996; Hrijac et al. 1997 ) and infrared spectroscopy (Ghosh 1978; Kimmerle et al. 1984) . The major problems with existing optical methods are the spectral inferences and a lack of portability for field application. Development of THz imaging can potentially solve these problems. We have applied THz time-domain spectroscopy to a large number of asbestos materials. To do THz TDS for asbestos, we need to define the THz attenuation by asbestos. Consistent sample preparation is crucial in yielding accurate and reliable data on THz absorption and refractive index. To this end, we used a QA procedure in preparing asbestos samples. Since the absorption depends on how much mass the THz beam goes through, the area density was used instead of thickness. Suppose m is the mass of the sample, and the THz beam propagates incident to the normal of x-y plane, then the area density is defined as
where the unit of σ α is cm 2 /g, which is easily measurable. Given the area of the container A , and the weight of the sample W , The sample thickness l and the bulk density ρ are related to each other. But the area density will not change unless the area of the sample is changed. Figure 1 .29 is the attenuation coefficient of asbestos (chrysotile). In this experiment, THz spectrum ranged from 0.1 THz to 1.6 THz. The sample was put inside a plastic sample holder, which has a 9.6 mm diameter and 2.8mm thickness cubage, being sealed two plastic windows. We did the experiment in 3 different conditions, with asbestos density of 0.05g/cm 3 , 0.1g/cm 3 , and 0.2g/cm 3 respectively. In Fig. 1 .29a, the traditional attenuation coefficient is used, and in Fig. 1 .29b, the attenuation by surface density is used. For the same type of sample, the attenuation coefficient can have different values when the bulk sample density is different. The attenuation coefficient by area density is more uniform, especially at the range below 1 THz. Figure 1 .30 is the spectrum of Chrysotile in higher frequency range (1 to 20 THz). Combining with the attenuation we got in lower frequency range, we can see that, the attenuation of Chrysotile in THz range (100 GHz to 20 THz) According to Mie's scattering theory, the forward scattering coefficient Q is given by:
( 1.5) where e B l and m B l describe the l th level electric and magnetic field diffraction coefficient respectively, and ℜ denotes the real part. Chrysotile has tens nanometer diameter and micron size length, which are both smaller than THz central wavelength. In this case the normal scattering coefficient Q/2πa 2 is inversely proportional to the second power of the wavelength. That explains why Chrysotile has higher attenuation at higher frequency in THz range.
THz Spectroscopy for Other Building Materials
To detect asbestos at the present of other building materials such as cement, we must understand the spectral property of these materials. Unfortunately, like asbestos itself, there is also no spectroscopic data available for other building materials. To this end, we have performed experiments in the THz source range from 0.1 THz to 1.6 THz. For the powder samples, we used the attenuation coefficient for area density. For the bulk samples, we used the attenuation coefficient by length, and for some soft sample with sheet shape, we just measured the transparence. 
THz Spectroscopy of Concrete With or Without Asbestos.
To detect asbestos mixed with concrete, we need to know the spectral difference between concretes containing and not containing asbestos. Standard asbestos samples were obtained from NIST. SRM 1866a is a set of three common bulk mine-grade asbestos materials (chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite) and one synthetic fiber material. The bulk mine-grade asbestos samples were each comprised of about 4 g of material. Figure 1 .35 shows the attenuation coefficient of the samples we have tested. This sample consists of 50% cement and 50% sand, the other sample consist 46.3% cement, 46.3% sand and 7.4% chrysotile . All these two samples are 1.5-cm x 1.5-cm square with 3mm thickness. Fig. 1.35 shows that the sample with asbestos has a higher attenuation coefficient than the sample without asbestos. Experiments were performed using real building asbestos samples that were previously analyzed at Rensselaer with the polarized light microscopy (McCrone 1987). The sample contains 45% of amosite, which is one of most popular types of asbestos in DOE facilities. The 1 mm thick asbestos sample was cut into about 3 cm x 3 cm size and was placed into the THz beam path to coherently measure its far-infrared spectrum. Figure 1 .36 plots normalized spectrum after their Fourier transformation. In these results, significant spectral absorption unique to the asbestos sample between 1.2 to 1.4 THz is observed. These experiments suggest that "finger prints" of asbestos exist in the THz region. However, similar experiments on different types asbestos (including chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, and tremolite) with different percentage of mixture must be performed to establish definitive evidences.
3.2.Monte Carlo Modeling And Gamma Spectroscopy
Gamma spectroscopy has been widely used for isotope identification and quantification by measuring the energies of the gamma rays, which can easily penetrate thick samples (Knoll 1989; Bronson 1996) . However, gamma spectroscopy has not been demonstrated satisfactorily for determining the contamination depth profile in-situ. The major difficulty is that while gamma spectroscopy utilizes the photopeaks from the uncollided gamma rays to identify radioisotopes, there had been practically no unfolding algorithm to determine the depth to which the gamma rays have penetrated. There were also a lack of tools that can quickly estimate the contamination activity levels, and to assess the doses (risk) caused by the contamination. This information is crucial in deciding cleanup action and to demonstrate compliance with regulations on releasing a facility (U.S. DOE 1990). Table 1 lists contaminants that emit gamma rays. The gamma energy lines are the "finger prints" of these radiological contaminants. For example, it is possible to measure uranium isotopes by detecting the gamma energies, such as the 143 keV (10 % yield) and 185 keV (50 % yield) for 235 U (Cusack et al. 1996) . Table 1 provides the more important gamma industry. Additionally, chlorine is listed in Table 1 because the chlorine in salt, NaCl, may be activated by a Pu-Be source or another neutron source to produce two prominent gamma rays at 1642 keV (32.8 % yield) and 2167 keV (44.0 % yield).
Past Research on Depth Profiling Using In-situ Gamma Spectroscopy
Many researchers have developed models that use in-situ gamma spectroscopy to estimate the depth of contamination in media. Most of the research has been in the detection of 137 Cs contaminant distributions in soil as a result of post-Chernobyl environmental characterizations. Russ et al. (1996) developed a method using in-situ gamma spectroscopy on transite panels at the DOE Fernald site that required measurements using an uncollimated high purity germanium (HPGe) detector on both sides of the medium. Korun et al. (1991) developed a method to determine depth distribution of 137 Cs concentrations in soils based on the energy dependence of attenuation of gamma rays in soil. Korun et al. (1991) recognized that for inhomogeneously distributed radionuclei, the relaxation lengths overestimate the actual depth distribution due to oversimplification in the model. (1997) improved on Korun's method for predicting depth using in-situ gamma spectroscopy specifically for 137 Cs concentrations in soil. This method makes use of gamma spectroscopy information from the scattered and unscattered gamma rays between the energy range of 0.620 MeV to 0.655 MeV.
The methods described above have demonstrated success for using in-situ gamma spectroscopy to determine depth distributions for the specific purposes as designed. Most of the methods however have been restricted to the characterization of 137 Cs in soil and consequently have limited applicability to the DOE and nuclear industry facilities.
Detector Setup
Our design goal was to develop a non-destructive method with accuracy to within 10% discrepancy. The following outlines some of the design objectives of the system. The method uses in-situ gamma spectroscopy with a HPGe detector and a single collimator measuring the surface activity from only one side of the medium as shown in Fig. 1 below. W all The InSpector * and the gamma spectroscopy software on a laptop computer provide the gamma spectroscopy for the system. It is important that the system remains portable, as light as possible, and provides immediate feedback to the depth of the contamination. The improvements in today's technology, such as the InSpector, have enhanced research in in-situ gamma spectroscopy and make the design objectives a viable reality. The InSpector is a portable multi-channel analyzer (MCA), a high voltage source, and an amplifier that is packaged no larger than the size of a laptop computer. Additionally, it is lightweight weighing approximately seven pounds. This device can also be run on rechargeable batteries for approximately three hours of live acquisition time, which makes it extremely useful for fieldwork.
The method we have developed places no restrictions on the gamma spectrometry peak separation or relative peak height. The only requirement is that the peaks must be resolvable with the specific HPGe detector used to measure the gamma rays. The resolution of the detector used in this research has a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) value of 2.0 ± 0.03 keV at 1333 keV.
The lead collimator serves two primary purposes. First, the lead collimator ensures that any assay of the radiologically contaminated medium is focused on a small area so that the entire surface of the medium can be mapped out with a depth profile. Depth of radiological contaminants may vary in the medium and consequently this can only be discovered if the insitu gamma spectroscopy is focused by the collimators. The ultimate goal of the system is to provide a contour mapping of the depth distribution along the entire surface of the medium. Second, the lead collimator simplifies efficiency calculations of the detector since it is necessary to use only a point particle contaminant source in order to determine the efficiency of the system. The efficiency determination in essence becomes geometrically independent. To ensure that the response time for collecting gamma rays is as quick as possible, the solid angle created by the collimator opening must be large enough while ensuring the first purpose of the collimator as stated above is not violated.
The method is applicable only to isotopes that emit two or more gamma rays or if a single gamma-emitting isotope has a gamma-emitting daughter in secular equilibrium. The uncollided peaks of the gamma spectroscopy contain the only information necessary for the Gamma Penetration Depth Unfolding Algorithm (GPDUA). It is the ratio of the counts in the uncollided peaks that contains the necessary information to determine the depth of the contamination. This process is discussed below using the narrow-beam approximation.
The General Theory Using the Narrow-Beam Approximation
Gamma ray transport under conditions of "good geometry" and a narrow-beam approximation will undergo attenuation based on the energy of the gamma rays and the material that the gamma rays transport through. The gamma ray attenuation relation (Attix 1986 ) for the "good geometry" narrow-beam approximation is where N 0 and N are the number of gamma rays in a narrow beam before and after the attenuation, respectively, and µ is the linear attenuation coefficient characteristic of the medium and energy of the gamma ray. The variable, x, is the length of the medium that, N, gamma rays attenuate through without interaction. The gamma ray counts are those gamma rays impacting on the detector surface. A fraction of these gamma rays will be recorded based on the counting efficiencies of the detector. Consequently, the uncollided peak counts from the gamma spectroscopy must be corrected for the Compton continuum and for intrinsic efficiency of the detector in order to determine the counts impacting on the surface of the detector.
To ensure that narrow-beam approximations are valid for a system, not only is it necessary that the incident beam on the detector contains only uncollided gamma rays, but another characteristic is that the gamma rays impacting on the detector obey the small-angle approximation. The incident gamma rays are parallel or nearly parallel where tan θ θ ≈ as shown in Fig. 2 . When these conditions are met, the beam can be treated as a narrow-beam approximation. This becomes the basis for determining the collimator dimensions, detector locations, etc. in measuring gamma rays in-situ.
If the conditions of "good geometry" and narrow-beam are applicable then eqn (2.1) is easily applied to produce an elegant and simple model to predict the depth of contamination for a point particle. From a source activity A o , the two gamma rays emitted will obey the narrow beam attenuation equations; , the attenuation coefficients of the gamma ray energies in the contaminated material, N 1 , N 2 the uncollided peak counts from the gamma spectroscopy after the superimposed Compton scattering is subtracted, A o the activity of the point source, t 1 , t 2 the counting times which will normally be the same, and Ω solid angle subtending from the point source across the detector surface.
Taking the ratio of eqns (2) and (3), the narrow-beam approximation expression to determine the depth, x, of the contamination is, (2.4)
The unknown contaminant activity, A o , and the solid angle are cancelled out in the ratio. Everything remaining in this expression is known data. The yield and linear attenuation coefficient for each gamma is published data. The intrinsic efficiencies can be predetermined for the detector. The ratio 2 1 N N is the uncollided counts from the gamma spectroscopy after the Compton continuum is subtracted. This simple and elegant model provides the basis for our theoretical framework. By taking the ratio of the uncollided peak counts in the gamma spectroscopy for both gamma rays emitted from the same source, any unknown information cancels in the ratio.
Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code Version 4B (MCNP) (Breimeister 1997) simulations and laboratory experiments revealed that the narrow-beam approximation model defined in eqn (2.4) produced discrepancies as high as 50% to 100% for the depth prediction. The primary reason for this high discrepancy is that the model is based on ideal and simple geometry which does not account for such effects as gamma ray transport through portions of the lead collimator. This realistic geometry effect are referred to as the "lead effect" (Nassesn and Xu 1999).
Verification and Validation Process
The narrow-beam approximation model became the start point for our more rigorous treatment using point kernel techniques (Glasstone & Sesonske 1981 ) that account for the "lead effect" and can be applied to realistic and more complicated geometries. The analytic model verification and validation process is as shown in the flow chart of Fig 3. MCNP simulations were used to develop and verify the model. MCNP represents the state-of-the-art in terms of radiation physics, cross-section data, and mathematical models necessary for neutron, photon, and electron Monte Carlo simulations.
MCNP is particularly useful when real experiments cannot be setup or conducted.
The problems with conducting real experiments may be due to difficulties simulating source distributions. Because of the difficulty in setting up an experiment for a disk source and a distributed source in depth, MCNP was used to simulate the gamma spectroscopy output.
Many MCNP benchmark experiments give credibility to the results obtained from MCNP. sources was done through a laboratory experiment that is described in detail later in this report.
MCNP Considerations and Approach to Design of the Simulated Detector
Only the photon mode was used in this project in the MCNP codes. The detailed physics treatment for photon interaction is chosen for all geometries since the simulations included high Z materials and deep penetration problems. Although electron transport was not simulated, the electron-induced bremsstrahlung photons were simulated through a thick-target bremsstrahlung (TTB) model. The TTB model also generates electrons, but assumes that they travel in the direction of the incident photon and that they are immediately converted. The bremsstrahlung photons produced by these electrons are banked for later transport. Tally, FT8 (pulse height tally), was used since the intent was to model a realistic physical detector. The pulse height tally provides the energy distribution of pulses created in a cell. MCNP output for pulse height tally is in counts (normalized by number of histories at that energy) versus energy. In a real experiment, the gamma spectroscopy output would be the counts that were recorded in the active volume of the germanium. Additionally, real gamma peaks in the spectroscopy output would be Gaussian shaped peaks. To model this, the Gaussian energy broadening (GEB) option in MCNP was used with the pulse height tally. The GEB option can be used to better simulate a physical radiation detector and a MCA in which energy peaks exhibit Gaussian energy broadening. With the GEB option, the MCNP simulations can be treated as if they were real MCA and gamma spectroscopy experiments .
Experiment Planning and Preparations
To determine the appropriate time for counting with the HPGe detector, it is necessary to determine the desired relative standard error and account for known counting losses of the detector system. The gamma counting obeys Poisson statistics. For a Poisson distribution, the variance is In order to obtain a standard error no greater than 1 %, the average counts under the uncollided peaks need to be The dead time for the HPGe and MCA system was determined using the two-source method (Attix 1986) . By observing the counts for the 1.33 MeV 60 Co source (m 1 ) and the counts for the 0.662 MeV 137 Cs (m 2 ) and the counts for the combined sources (m 12 ), the time constant was determined using the relation (Attix 1986) (2.7)
The dead time was determined to be 29 µs for the detector/counter system.
It can be shown that the relation between count losses and dead time is (Galayda 1998)
where R is the average count rate. To ensure less than 1% count losses, the limit on the average count rate was determined to be counts/sec 350 s 29
(2.9)
The intrinsic efficiency of the detector was determined using (Attix 1986) The experiment setup was as shown in Fig. 4 . Varying thickness of aluminum and polyethylene were placed in front of a NIST standard 100 µCi 60 Co reference point source. The collimator radius was 1.27 ± 0.05 cm and the collimator length was 20.7 ± 0.2 cm. The distance from the surface of the collimator to the point source was 58.2 ± 0.2 cm. The detector has a known surface radius of 2.30 ± 0.05 cm. For the MCNP simulations; the collimator radius was 1.27 cm with a length of 20.32 cm, and the distance from the detector to the surface of the contaminated material remained at 50.00 cm.
Depth Prediction Model Using Point Kernel Methods
The narrow-beam approximation model could be improved by including a correction factor(s) to account for the transport of gamma rays through portions of the lead collimator. The intent of this research is not to take the approach of determining correction factors(s), but to develop an analytic model that rigorously includes the transport of gamma rays through the lead collimator. This is accomplished using point kernel techniques combined with the fundamental approach described for the narrow-beam approximation model. Adapting the narrow-beam approximation model to rigorously include the effects of lead leads to three additional analytic models as seen in Fig. 5 . Prior knowledge of the source distribution is required before the correct analytic model is used in the GPDUA.
The underlying concept for the point kernel method is that gamma rays emitted from a point source will undergo material and geometric attenuation as they are emitted in a solid angle. If this solid angle is reduced to a small differential cone, then the fluence of gamma rays emitted through the base of the differential cone approach that of a narrow-beam approximation. The gamma rays emitted from the base of this differential cone can be integrated over the surface of the detector. This will determine the total number of gamma rays impacting on the surface of the detector. Knowledge of the detector's intrinsic efficiency will allow for comparison of the gamma spectroscopic results to the calculated surface counts by the point kernel method. Analogous to the discussion for the narrow-beam approximation model, the ratio of the surface counts at each gamma ray energy using the point kernel method will lead to the predicted depth of the contamination. The material attenuation within the differential cone approaches the conditions of ideal geometry and the narrow-beam approximation. As shown in Fig. 6 , the point kernel method is applied within the differential cone from the isotropic point source to the detector differential surface area dA. The number of counts impacting on the surface of the detector is determined by integrating the differential cone around the entire detector's surface.
In general, the net counts on the surface of the detector can be expressed as 11) where, N(E) the net counts impacting the surface of the detector at gamma energy, E, ) E ( N′ the net counts under the gamma spectroscopy peak at gamma energy, E, after the Compton continuum is subtracted, ε(E) the intrinsic efficiency of the detector which is energy dependent, A o the activity of the source, t the time to measure the data, Y(E) the gamma yield at gamma energy, E, θ the polar angle measured from the central axis to the differential cone, ω the azimuthal angle from 0 to 2π, R(x) the distance from the point source to the detector surface along the central axis,
x the depth of the contaminant point source along the central axis, dA(R(x),θ,ω) the differential area described by the differential cone along the detector surface, and G(E,R(x),θ) the point kernel in the differential cone describing the detector response from the point source which is dependent on the gamma energy.
Within the differential cone, the gamma rays emitted from the point source undergo geometric and material attenuation before reaching the detector. The point kernel can be described in general (Glasstone and Sesonske 1981) 12) where the numerator represents the material attenuation and the denominator represents the geometric attenuation through the differential cone. The point kernel continuously changes as the differential cone is integrated across the detector surface.
The GPDUA, written in FORTRAN code, iterates on the depth variable, x, until the ratio of the integral on the right hand side of eqn (2.11) for each gamma ray energy is within a specified tolerance of the ratio of the surface counts on the left hand side of eqn (2.11). The ratio of surface counts is obtained from the simulation results of the MCNP uncollided peak counts or the gamma spectroscopy uncollided peaks after adjusting these counts for the Compton continuum and the intrinsic efficiency.
Depth Prediction Model for a Uniform Disk Source and Linear Distributed Source in Depth Using the Point Kernel Method (PKMD and PKMLD Model)
The development of the point kernel model for a disk, planar, or line source (PKMD model) is very similar to that described for the point source in the PKMP model; however, there is one significant innovation that makes the method successful. In order to integrate the differential cone symmetrically around the detector surface, it is necessary to redefine the polar axis as the bisector of the angle from the point on the source disk across the detector surface. For every source point on the source disk, the polar axis is defined from that source point as indicated by T C in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the number of counts impacting on the surface of the detector is determined by integrating differential cones emanating from a differential source element (assumed to be an isotropic point source) to the differential area element along the detector surface.
Integration in the model now occurs over the source as well as the detector surface. The general form of the PKMD model can be written,
In a process analogous to solving the PKMP, the GPDUA FORTRAN code performs double integration over the polar angle and the source disk radius. The code iterates on the depth of the contaminated disk until the ratio of the integrals on the right side of eqn (2.13) for each gamma energy, converges to the ratio of the MCNP (or MCA) uncollided surface counts on the detector.
The development of the model for a linear distributed source of activity (PKMLD) is analogous to that of the disk source. The distribution in depth is modeled as successive uniform disks in depth where each disk source activity decreases linearly with depth. The variation of activity in depth can be described in general as 14) where A(x) is the uniform activity in the volume of the disk between depths x and x+dx. For a linear distribution of activity in depth, eqn (2.14) is written, 15) where,
A o is the surface activity if the depth was zero, T is the maximum depth of the contamination, and x is the depth of the disk from the surface.
The general form of the PKMLD model can be written,
The GPDUA FORTRAN code performs a triple integration over the polar angle, the disk radius, and the depth of the disks. The code iterates on the maximum depth, T, until the ratio of the integrals on the right hand side of eqn (2.16) for each gamma energy converges to the ratio of the MCNP (or MCA) uncollided surface counts on the detector. Table 2 compares the depth prediction results based on MCNP simulations using the PKMP model. As evidenced in Table 2 , the PKMP model provides a very good prediction of the point source contaminant depth to within 3% discrepancy of the actual depth. The depth predictions seem to improve with increasing depth primarily because the "lead effect" becomes more and more negligible. As the depth becomes greater, the solid angle between the point source and the detector surface becomes smaller to the point where the majority of gamma rays impacting on the lead collimator are 100 % attenuated. This will be analyzed in more detail later when the "lead effect" is discussed. Table 3 contains the results changing the MCNP geometry to where the collimator radius is changed to 0.50 cm and the distance from the wall is changed to 10.0 cm. Again, the PKMP model provides outstanding prediction to within 2 % discrepancy of the actual depth. The MCNP simulations verify that the PKMP prediction models provide very good predictions for the depth of point contaminants.
Comparison of MCNP and Experiment Results for the Narrow-Beam Attenuation Model and the PKMP Model for a Point Source Contaminant
The PKMP model is validated through experiments as previously described. The PKMP model predicted depths are consistently within 5 % discrepancy of the known depth. 
MCNP Results for the Disk Source (PKMD) and the Linearly Distributed Source (PKMLD)
For all MCNP simulations the geometry was set as follows; the radius of the contaminated disk sources was 4.00 cm, the collimator radius was 1.27 cm, the collimator length was 20.32 cm, and the surface of the contaminated medium was 50.00 cm from the collimator. In order to simulate the linear distribution of activity in the MCNP simulations, source disks were constructed at discrete positions along the axis of the distribution. Each disk had the same radius and extent from its position along the axis; however, the source probability for each position linearly decreased. As a standard, the maximum depth was divided by 200 to determine the number of source disks. Table 5 contains the prediction results for the PKMD and PKMLD models using the ratio of counts from the MCNP simulations. As demonstrated in Table 5 , the GPDUA provides predicted depths consistently to within 10 % discrepancy of the actual depth. 
The GPDUA Input Requirements
The input requirements for the GPDUA are as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 8 .
The intrinsic efficiency of the detector must be determined in order to adjust the gamma spectroscopy uncollided gamma counts into uncollided surface counts along the detector surface. The GPDUA iterates on the depth prediction until this ratio of counts is within tolerance of the calculated ratio.
Prior knowledge of the material attenuation coefficient is necessary. The code does have a menu for selected common materials and isotopes. Use of the menu will call a subprogram to calculate material attenuation coefficients given the gamma energy.
It is important to note that prior knowledge of the distribution must also be supplied to the code. The distribution can be assumed or all the distributions can be calculated for prediction depths.
The gamma spectroscopy provides the uncollided peak information. The gamma energy and counts under the uncollided peaks are important inputs for the GPDUA. The uncollided peak information from the gamma spectroscopy output must have the Compton continuum subtracted to ensure the peak counts are due to the uncollided gamma energy and not downscattered energies from higher energy gamma rays. Additionally, the counts must be adjusted for background.
The code is very flexible in that any collimator geometry should work. User inputs include the collimator length, collimator radius, and the distance from the contaminated surface to the face of the collimator.
Summary
In the first part of this section, we have presented the ground-breaking work on the development of THz spectroscopic and imaging system. Experiments demonstrated the versatile application of the system, including the promise for detecting environmental samples for the depth of radiological contaminants. The models for point, disk, and linearly distributed contaminate distributions have been verified through Monte Carlo simulations. The PKMP model for the point source contaminant has been validated by experiment. The analytic models in the GPDUA rigorously calculate the number of gamma rays that impact on the detector surface through a unique and innovative method using point kernel techniques on a physical detector. The systematic error from the point kernel models is consistently less then 10 %. There are two primary restrictions to using the method in this report. First, there must be two or more gamma rays emitted from the same isotope, or that a single gamma-emitting isotope must contain daughter(s) that are in secular equilibrium with the parent nuclide. Second, prior knowledge of the source distribution is required or must be assumed. Prior knowledge can be obtained by traditional core sampling. Once this information is obtained from the core sampling, the method proposed in this research could be used to conduct more rapid and larger area surveys if the sampling depth distribution is assumed the same throughout the material.
RELEVANCE, IMPACT AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
As a result of the DOE's shift away from nuclear weapons production, there has been a rapid increase in the number of facilities which have not only physically degraded, but also remain contaminated with radioactive and hazardous materials. A large portion of the overall DOE's mission has been dedicated to the disposition of these facilities through various environmental restoration, and D&D projects (U.S.DOE 1992; U.S.DOE 1996a). The resources spent on contamination characterization, monitoring, and waste disposal contribute significantly to the anticipated total D&D budget of $265 billion dollars over the next 75 years (U.S.DOE 1996b). Basic research, which leads to "better, faster, safer and cheaper" technologies relevant to the D&D activities, will play a critical role in facilitating DOE's commitment to the cleanup of the environmental legacy.
Two of the most common building materials found in DOE are concrete and asbestoscontaining materials (ACM). Concrete is a very important material for radiation shielding and operating structures in nuclear facilities. It has been estimated that there are about 4,847,000 cubic feet of radioactively contaminated concrete within 25 major DOE facilities (Dickerson et al. 1995; Parker et al. 1996) . This estimate agrees with that about 2000 contaminated buildings within major DOE Weapon Complex had been identified for D&D (Warren 1996 (OH) 2 ). Transite is the brand name of an asbestos-cement material (ACM) consisting of asbestos and portland cement. Manufacturing consisted of bonding multiple layers in a hydraulic press to form composite laminar panels. Although the dangers of asbestos fiber inhalation were observed as early as 1900s, it was not until 1971 that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identified asbestos as a hazardous pollutant. Because most of the contaminated buildings in DOE were constructed in the 1940s and 1950s, ACM was prevalent in building construction during that era because it is inflammable and contains insulating materials such as magnesium citrate and silicate. In DOE facilities, concrete and ACM are often found to be contaminated with radioactive materials. Table 6 summarizes the estimated volumes of waste concrete and ACM with and without radioactive contamination, 1998; Parker et al. 1996) . This table does not include many of DOE's sites, and it accounts for only readily identifiable ACM at the major facilities listed on the table. Therefore, the data should be reviewed as a lower limit for the total amount of the waste that will be generated during the D&D within the DOE. Asbestos fibers are extremely small and light, and can remain airborne for an extended period of time. Inhalation of airborne asbestos fibers by humans has been shown to be associated with a variety of diseases, including asbestosis and lung cancer (U.S.DOE 1995) . Concrete and ACM are highly porous materials, and radioactive contaminants can often penetrate to a few centimeters below the surface due to the mass diffusion process (Philbert 1994; Russ et al. 1996) . By a completely different physical process, neutron activation of concrete vessels in reactor facilities can lead to radioactivity inside the concrete at much greater depths, according to a characterization report by GPU Nuclear Corporation for the SNEC Facility. Today, workers performing decommissioning of the facilities in DOE will be required to protect themselves from the danger of radioactive sources as well as from the asbestos (U.S.DOE 1995). The National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) forbids any visible emissions from the collection, packaging, transportation, or disposal of ACM. The contamination of radioactive sources in hazardous ACM is a unique and intractable problem in D&D activities today.
The identification of the ACM and characterization of the radioactive contamination diffusion into porous concrete /ACM are extremely important because they determine whether or not a facility can be released for reuse or what abatement/decontamination engineering actions are to be taken. One of the major costs of a D&D project is the disposal of the radioactive and hazardous materials. Therefore, segregation of waste streams will help reduce the total cost significantly.
Current practice to identify the presence of asbestos and to characterize deeply contaminated concrete/ACM employs the following approaches:
(1) For identifying ACM, bore samples are taken from the suspect materials and are sent to an off-site laboratory for microscopic analysis. Currently, EPA recommends the polarized light microscopy (PLM) for asbestos identification. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used if more definitive analysis is needed for extremely fine asbestos fibers. Both methods require delicate sample preparation and/or visual inspections in the laboratory, and are very time-consuming and expensive. Chemical tests are not adequate because there are non-asbestos forms of minerals with the same chemical composition.
(2) For characterizing radioactive contamination depth profiles in concrete and ACM (or any medium such as soils), a surface survey is performed first to find "hot spots." Bore samples are then taken as deep as several centimeters into the material. The samples are sent to an off-site laboratory to determine the activity slice by slice. Spectroscopy for gamma, beta, and alpha radiation are often used. Chemical separation may be required.
Current practice at DOE takes days or weeks to obtain the characterization report. The uncertainty of the result is usually very high due to the mechanical core sampling process. For a building with a suspected large area of ACM and/or radioactive contamination, the task of collecting representative samples can be too time-consuming and too costly to be practical. Additionally, because airborne asbestos fibers or airborne radioactivity will be generated when core bore samples are taken manually, occupational exposure (both externally and internally) will be inevitable. Potential for internal exposure to hazardous asbestos and/or radioactivity requires the use of protective equipment, which in turn slows worker progress. It is apparent that the current approaches to identify asbestos and to characterize concrete/ACM contamination are not only inefficient and costly, but also unsafe. Cost and schedule saving, as well as reduction in worker exposure, are likely to result if real-time and non-destructive technologies are used. DOE National Decommissioning Committee and several DOE sites have expressed an urgent need for such technologies (Bossart and Kasper 1998) .
